For the aluminum company at Nag-hammady, 
INTRODUCTION
The severest harmful effect of harmonics on power system is the harmonic resonances, arising from presence of harmonic currents of high frequencies and network reactances at those harmonic frequencies. Harmonic resonances cause damages in networks, rectifier bridges, devices, protection relays, controllers, measuring instruments and harmonic filters. Because of those harmonic resonances, huge economic deficiencies are suffered by industrial firms, power systems facilities and utilities. Moreover, harmonic resonances can occur at any time and at unexpectable periods. No body can guarantee their unoccurrence, as they can occur by any manipulations in the external connected systems or by routine switching or separations of shunt or series capacitors or of static VAR compensators. This is why studies of harmonic resonances become essential and very important and this is why harmonic resonances are the main objective of this paper. Few studies concerning harmonic resonances are available in the literature [1] [2] [3] . Those available studies concerned with determination of the harmonic resonance frequencies of a simple system loaded by a rectifier and shunt capacitor. Only an approximate simple primitive formula was derived [4] [5] . This paper concerned with determination of harmonic resonance and anti-resonance frequencies of large systems containing harmonic sources. Suggested active power filter for damping the harmonic resonance orders or frequencies, for all possible planning and operational conditions faced in practice, is the first goal of this paper.
The aluminum company of Egypt at Nag-hammady network is fed through 460 MVA rectifier stations generating excessive harmonics and causing harmonic resonances which had led to continual service interruptions and to huge economic deficiencies in the last four decades of the factory existence.
ALUMINUM SMELTER PLANT OF NAG-

HAMMADY
The aluminum smelter plant of Nag-Hammady, Upper Egypt is rated 460 MVA at average power factor of 0.88. The electrolysis rectification stations are 12-pulse uncontrolled rectifiers as shown in Fig. (1) . 
HARMONIC ORDERS IN ALUMINUM COMPANY AC CURRENTS
The results of harmonic analyzer show that the 11 th , 13 th and 23 rd order harmonic currents exceed the standard limits. By using the design of passive harmonic filters for these three harmonic orders, and deciding that these filters should correct the 50 Hz power factor to 0. 
HARMONIC FILTERS COSTS FOR ALUMINUM COMPANY NETWORK
The cost of each harmonic order of single tuned filter and damped filter are shown in Table ( 1). The total cost of single tuned harmonic filters and damped filter is 10.666×10 6 LE/phase but the total cost of single tuned harmonic filters and damped filter based on economical conditions is 9.693×10 6 LE/phase. 
DETECTION OF RESONANT HARMONIC FREQUENCIES FOR ALUMINUM COMPANY NETWORK
Variation of equivalent impedance with different values of harmonic orders k at various system impedance as shown in Fig. (3) . Fig. (4) shows the variation of equivalent impedance with harmonic orders at different conditions of loading. Fig. (5) shows the variation of line system current with harmonic orders at different conditions of loading. Fig. (6) shows the variation of voltage magnitude per phase with harmonic orders for harmonic source at busbar 11 kV for Aluminum substation using harmonic load flow program. 
EFFECT OF LOADING CONDITIONS ON HARMONIC RESONANT FREQUENCIES IN ALUMINUM COMPANY NETWORK
SYSTEM CURRENTS WITH VARIOUS HARMONIC ORDERS
DETECTION OF HARMONIC RESONANCE ORDERS BY HARMONIC LOAD FLOW TECHNIQUE
DETECTION OF HARMONIC RESONANT ORDERS BY HARMONIC IMPEDANCE SCANNING TECHNIQUE
The harmonic impedance scanning refers to the resonance frequencies, which are the values at which the imaginary parts vanish. The impedance magnitude in (realimaginary) or (in the R-X) planes is shown in Fig. (7) .
Fig. (7):
Impedance locus diagram for busbar 11 kV of the aluminum smelter plant system. 
DETECTION OF HARMONIC RESONANCE
DAMPING OF HARMONIC RESONANCE BY USING HYBRID ACTIVE POWER FILTER
Active power filters can be used with passive filters improving compensation characteristics of the passive filter, and avoiding the possibility of the generation of series or parallel resonance. The combination of passive and active power filters is by connecting the active filter in shunt with the passive one is is shown in Fig. (10) . The characteristics of this hybrid active power filter gives the advantages of passive and active filtering solutions and covers a wide range of power and performance. It can perform the following: -Filtering on a wide frequency band (damping of harmonic resonance and eliminating harmonics), -Compensation of reactive power, -Large capacity for current filtering, -Good technical-economic solution for "network" Prague, 8-11 June 2009
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The active power filter network of aluminum smelter plant as shown in Fig. (10) and the variation of line system current with harmonic order as shown in Fig. (11) . 
Fig. (11) :
Line system current variation with harmonic order using hybrid active power filter . Table ( 2) shows comparative results between system with passive filter and with hybrid filter. It is shows that using the hybrid active filter eliminates totally the harmonic resonances. ,vol.16,no.6,pp.821-827,2001 .
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